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Square spiral photonic crystals: Robust architecture for microfabrication of materials
with large three-dimensional photonic band gaps

Ovidiu Toader and Sajeev John
Department of Physics, University of Toronto, 60 St. George Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S-1A7

~Received 12 February 2002; published 26 July 2002!

We provide a blueprint for microfabricating photonic crystals with very large and robust three-dimensional
photonic band gaps~PBG’s!. These crystals are based on interleaving polygonal spiral posts and can be
efficiently manufactured on a large scale in a one-step process using the recently introduced technique of
glancing angle deposition. We classify various families of spiral photonic crystals based on~i! the parent
three-dimensional~3D! point lattice to which they are most closely related,~ii ! the crystallographic axis of the
parent lattice around which the spiral posts wind, and~iii ! the set of points of the parent lattice which the spiral
arms connect or nearly connect. We obtain optimal geometries for the spiral photonic crystals by detailed
mapping of the size and location of the PBG within a multidimensional parameter space which characterizes
the shape of each spiral post. For the optimum PBG, the spiral arms and elbows may deviate significantly from
the points of the original point lattice. The largest 3D PBG’s are obtained for square spiral posts that wind
around the@001# axis of diamond~or face centered cubic! lattice and in which the spiral arm segments
approximately connect either the fifth or first nearest-neighbor points of the parent lattice. In the case of silicon
posts ~with a dielectric constant of 11.9! in an air background, whose arm segments nearly connect fifth
nearest-neighbor point of the diamond lattice, the full PBG can be as large as 16% of the gap center frequency.
For the corresponding air posts in a silicon background, the maximum PBG is 24% of the gap center frequency.
We compute both the total electromagnetic density of states and the electromagnetic field distributions near the
PBG. It is suggested the PBG in an optimized structure is highly tolerant to various forms of disorder that may
arise during the manufacturing process.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.016610 PACS number~s!: 42.70.Qs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic band gap~PBG! @1–3# materials are artificial
dielectric crystals with a spatial periodicity on the optic
wavelength scale. The geometry of the crystal’s build
blocks facilitate a synergetic interplay between certain m
roscopic~Bragg! and microscopic light scattering resonanc
leading to a spectral region where the electromagnetic wa
are forbidden from propagating inside the crystal. The abi
to trap or localize light@4# makes the PBG material a vers
tile platform for integrated optics on a microscopic scale
which a variety of passive and active microphotonic devi
and optical microcircuitry@5# can be incorporated. Unlike
integrated optics based on refractive index guiding, micro
cuitry based on light localization is highly robust to pertu
bations that could scatter light out of the microcircuit.
addition, light localization provides robust, microscopic co
trol over spontaneous emission from light emitters in act
devices placed within the PBG material.

Large scale microfabrication of three-dimensional~3D!
photonic crystals with band gaps centered at a wavelen
shorter than 2mm has been a major materials science ch
lenge over the past decade. An equally great challenge
been the design of a photonic crystal structure with a la
3D PBG which at the same time is amenable to efficie
large scale manufacturing. While initial theoretical stud
focused on structures related to the face centered c
~FCC! lattice @1,2#, it was soon realized that creation of
complete PBG near the lowest-order Bragg scattering re
nance would require a nonspherical basis in the unit cell.
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/016610~18!/$20.00 66 0166
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diamond lattice, which contains two lattice points with
each FCC unit cell, satisfies this requirement and has s
been considered the ‘‘ideal’’ structure for a large 3D PB
This was demonstrated by band structure calculations@6#
that showed that a diamond lattice of overlapping sphe
both in a low and high index of refraction background pr
duces a large and complete 3D PBG. Moreover, a tetrahe
network of cylindrical bonds connecting all of the neare
neighbor points of the diamond lattice@7# exhibits the largest
complete PBG of any computed structure for a single ma
rial of given refractive index in an air background. Howev
the synthesis of diamond structures with features on the
cron scale@8# has, so far, been impractical. This has led to
shift of attention to other prototype structures that capt
essential features of the diamond network.

The first microfabricated diamondlike structures involv
the drilling of a periodic array of criss-crossing pores in
high refractive index semiconductor@8#. Visual inspection
reveals that this structure is remarkably similar to a diamo
lattice of highly overlapping air spheres in a solid matr
Criss-crossing pores are straightforward to implement on
microwave length scale. However, the drilling of holes
the micron scale, to more than a few microns depth by re
tive ion etching has proved impractical. Recently, pho
electrochemical etching methods@9,10# have allowed very
deep etches of criss-crossing pores in silicon and vari
III–V semiconductors. However, disorder effects are diffic
to control at the junction points where pores cross each ot
Approaches based on exfoliation of material using focu
ion beams@11# yield high-quality structures but are expe
sive and require tedious drilling of individual holes.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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The second microfabricated diamondlike PBG materia
the ‘‘woodpile’’ structure@12,13#. This requires complex and
time-consuming microlithography. In the case of silic
based woodpile structures@14#, this lithography entails laye
by layer fabrication, repetitious etching, chemical vap
deposition, and surface polishing. The result is a PBG m
rial consisting of approximately two-photonic crystal un
cells in the vertical direction, made of polycrystalline silico
and a complete 3D PBG of nearly 20% of the gap cente
1.6 mm @15#. In the case of GaAs and InP woodpile stru
tures @16#, a dry-etching method is used on single-crys
semiconductor. After a large planar area of the initial laye
fabricated, the sample is cut and folded onto itself, ther
doubling the number of layers in the vertical direction. T
folded segments are aligned by laser diffraction methods
then bonded together. Through this complex procedure, u
three unit cells~12 layers! of photonic crystal have bee
grown in the vertical direction.

In view of the intricate semiconductor photolithograp
required in the approaches described above, it is usefu
explore alternative self-assembly methods. Sometimes
ferred to as ‘‘soft lithography’’@17# these methods generall
make use of a photonic crystal template that can be gro
with relative ease. For example, careful sedimentation
monodisperse SiO2 ~glass! spheres in a suitable viscous s
lution leads to very high-quality ‘‘artificial opals’’ consistin
of a close packed FCC lattice. This template consists
roughly 74% glass by volume and 26% interstitial air poc
ets. After a small amount of heat treatment~sintering! to
create small necks~where the spheres touch!, the template is
placed within a chemical vapor deposition chamber and
filtrated with silicon. This silicon uniformly ‘‘wets’’ the sur-
face of the glass balls and fills 90–97 % of the air voids
the optimal structure. Indeed, it has been shown that ne
epitaxial growth of silicon can be achieved within the co
plex geometry of the opal template@18#. When the original
glass template is removed by selective chemical etch
what remains is an ‘‘inverse opal’’@18–20# with a complete
PBG spanning roughly 5–9 % of the center frequency. U
like the PBG of the diamond structure, the PBG of the FC
inverse opal is relatively unstable to disorder effects. On
other hand, a template consisting of a close-packed diam
lattice of silica spheres has not yet been realized since
solid volume filling fraction~in this case 34%! is very small
compared to that which occurs using standard sphere s
mentation techniques.

The four major categories of 3D PBG materials, whi
have been studied previously, can be classified accordin
the frequency bands between which a full photonic band
appears. The number of frequency bands below the full P
depends on the size of the unit cell in which the perio
structure is defined. For example, a lattice with a given u
cell can be alternatively described by a larger unit cell t
has twice the volume of the original. In the second~equiva-
lent! description, the number of bands that appears below
full photonic band gap would be double the number of ba
that appears below the full PBG in the original descripti
and each of the bands in the second description would c
tain half the number of electromagnetic modes when co
01661
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pared to the bands in the original description. According
we exclude categories that arise purely from such change
the definition of the unit cell and in what follows we use th
smallest possible unit cell for a given photonic crystal stru
ture.

In the first category are photonic crystals that exhibi
complete PBG between the eighth and ninth bands of
photonic band structure. This includes the Bravais lattices
spheres such as the face centered cubic lattice, the hexag
close packed~HCP! lattice, the body centered cubic~BCC!
lattice, and minor variations of these structures. These P
materials generally exhibit a small~less than 10%! PBG be-
tween the eighth and ninth bands but are accompanied
large pseudogaps~a frequency range in which the photo
density of states is strongly suppressed but does not van!
between lower bands. This category entails the widely st
ied inverse opal structures discussed above. In the sec
category are PBG materials that exhibit a complete gap
tween the second and third bands~sometimes referred to a
the fundamental gap! of the photonic band structure. Thi
includes the diamond lattice of spheres, the inverse diam
lattice, the tetrahedral network of rods on a diamond latti
the criss-crossing pore structure, and the woodpile struc
discussed above. PBG materials in this category gener
have very large gaps~20–28%! and the gap is highly robus
to disorder effects. In the third category are PBG mater
that exhibit a complete gap between the fifth and sixth ba
of the photonic band structure. These include simple cu
mesh structures@21#. All structures in category 3, which hav
been studied so far, exhibit relatively small~less than 10%!
photonic band gaps. The square spiral photonic crystals
we present in this paper belong to a fourth category, nam
PBG materials that exhibit a complete gap between
fourth and fifth bands of the photonic band structure.

The photonic band structure for certain circular spiral p
structures was discussed previously by Chutinan and N
@22#. These circular spiral posts may be arrayed in eithe
body centered cubic, face centered cubic, or simple cu
~SC! lattice structure. The FCC and BCC structures are ba
on visual similarity to the diamond lattice. In both of the
structures, the spiral rods are arranged in a lattice but a
cent spiral rods are mutually half period shifted as the ro
wind in the vertical direction. These structures are predic
to have a PBG between the second and third bands. Chut
and Noda describe a particular set of geometrical parame
for which the FCC circular spiral photonic crystal exhibits
PBG that is comparable in size to the diamond netwo
However, microfabrication of the FCC circular spiral stru
ture has so far been impractical. Deposition methods suc
glancing angle deposition~GLAD! @23# cannot be readily
applied to this structure due to the half period shift betwe
adjacent spiral rods. Another method involves thre
dimensional lithography using a two-photon confocal mic
scope@24#. The corresponding PBG for the BCC circula
spirals is smaller than that of the FCC circular spirals. T
simple cubic circular spiral structure is distinct from eith
the FCC or BCC circular spiral structures. In the SC circu
spiral, the adjacent spiral rods are not half period shif
from each other and the PBG appears between the fourth
0-2
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FIG. 1. GLAD requires the preparation of
lattice of seed posts on a suitable substrate~a!. A
vapor is deposited at an oblique angleu ~b! lead-
ing to the growth of posts in a predetermined d
rection characterized by the growth anglea ~c!.
The substrate is placed on a computer control
turntable that allows independent rotations abo
~i! an axis that is normal to the substrate and~ii !
a second axis that lies along the surface of t
substrate.
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fifth bands. Chutinan and Noda obtained a 16.8% PBG
SC circular spiral structure in which the background mate
has a dielectric constant of 12.25 and the rods consist of
A variant of the circular spiral structures involving wove
dielectric fibers has been discussed by Tsaiet al. @25#. How-
ever, the maximum gaps in this study are no larger than

In this paper we present an alternative photonic cry
architecture that realizes the benefits of a diamondlike st
ture without the disadvantages of tedious and expensive
crolithography. In the optimum case, this new 3D PBG m
terial consists of a two-dimensional~2D! array of
interleaving square spiral posts on a tetragonal lattice. Th
structures do not involve a phase shift between adjacent
rals and are ideally suited for efficient manufacturing us
the GLAD technique. We report a complete 3D PBG as la
as 24% of the gap center frequency when the materia
made of silicon~dielectric constant 11.9!. This gap is com-
parable in magnitude with the largest PBG~28%! predicted
in an optimized tetrahedral bonding network of the sa
dielectric constant.

In Sec. II we briefly describe the GLAD method, whic
can be used to microfabricate this type of crystal with
micron scale lattice constant on a very large semicondu
wafer. Section III introduces the several new families of PB
materials together with a suitable nomenclature to iden
them. In Sec. IV the spiral crystals with a very large PB
belonging to the@001#-diamond:n family ~the nomenclature
introduced in Sec. III!, are studied in detail. In Sec. V w
01661
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study square spiral structures with a large PBG belonging
the @001#-FCC:n family. These photonic crystals are bas
on a face centered cubic lattice and exhibit a PBG of up
17% of the midgap frequency when comprised of silicon a
air. Section VI discusses in detail the relationship betwe
the square spiral crystals and previously studied diamond
photonic crystals.

II. GLANCING ANGLE DEPOSITION METHOD

GLAD is a relatively new thin-film deposition techniqu
that allows 3D control of film structures on the nanome
scale. The technique@23,26# is based on physical vapo
deposition in a vacuum chamber. The process starts by fo
ing a regular pattern of short seed posts on a flat subst
These seed posts are features on the surface of the sub
and can be created by conventional electron beam litho
phy or photolithography@see Fig. 1~a!#. A collimated vapor
flux is then directed at a large incident angleu @see Fig. 1~b!#
at the patterned substrate. At these large angles (u.70°)
only the seeds are visible to the incoming vapor flux. Se
shadowing~caused by orientation of the substrate relative
the vapor flux! combined with limited adatom surface diffu
sion leads to nucleation and growth almost exclusively
the top surface of the seed posts and to the emergenc
oriented pillars extruded from the seed posts. These isol
pillars of deposited material grow towards the source of
vapor flux at a growth anglea @see Fig. 1~c!# that is smaller
0-3
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OVIDIU TOADER AND SAJEEV JOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016610 ~2002!
than the incidence angleu. a can be varied easily between 0
and a maximum angle whose value is determined byu and
the set of deposition conditions. If controlled substrate m
tion is combined with the vapor deposition then a variety
3D microstructures can be fabricated. For example, hel
posts can be created by rotating the substrate at a uni
rate and thereby continuously changing the growth direct
Similarly, nonuniform rotation of the substrate in the form
controlled 90° sudden ‘‘jumps’’ can lead to polygonal spir
posts with straight arms and sharp elbows. The porosity
the deposited material varies with the incidence angleu and
for a given material, it decreases with increasingu. Also, the
roughness of the microstructures depends on both the d
sition conditions and the type of material being used. Sim
materials that can be deposited using the GLAD techni
include SiO2 , silicon, germanium, and MgF2. A preliminary
demonstration of the growth of a silicon based, tetrago
square spiral, photonic crystal has been presented elsew
@27#. Modification of the growth conditions during th
GLAD process can also be used to vary the cross-secti
area of the spiral arms as a function of the vertical dista
from the substrate. A particularly important application
this is in the growth of a ‘‘capping layer’’ once the spir
posts have reached a desired height@26#. This is accom-
plished by suddenly increasing the spiral arm thickness s
that they merge into a solid slab at a given height. An al
native approach is to fill the square spiral crystal with a s
able photoresist, deposit a solid slab, and then remove
underlying photoresist. Following the growth of the cappi
layer, it is feasible to apply a further tetragonal distortion
the underlying square spiral crystal, if required by the th
retical blueprint, by simple mechanical compression@28#.
After the solid slab is grown to a desired thickness, the
surface of the slab may be used as secondary substrate
which a new spiral photonic crystal can be grown. The sa
wiched slab acts as two-dimensional defect~planar wave-
guide! in between the 3D PBG materials above and bel
the slab. Patterning of the capping layer itself with a perio
two-dimensional array of holes as well as various line
fects and point defects can also be implemented prio
growth of the second spiral PBG material on top of the c
ping slab.

Finally, we point out that structures described above
be used as templates for building ‘‘inverted’’ structures. F
instance, a template made of SiO2 can be infiltrated with
high refractive index materials such as silicon, germaniu
and possibly some III–V semiconductors. As in the case
‘‘inverse opals,’’ the ‘‘inversion’’ process consists of filling
all ~or nearly all! of the air regions of the silica based ph
tonic crystal with the higher index semiconductor and th
selectively etching out the original silica spiral posts. Inve
spiral photonic crystals of this nature typically exhibit larg
PBG’s than their counterparts consisting of solid spiral po

III. DEFINITION OF POLYGONAL SPIRAL PHOTONIC
CRYSTALS

PBG materials based on spiral posts can be classified
various families based on the underlying parent lattice fr
01661
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which they are derived and the algorithm used to gene
them. The spiral arms and elbows in the optimized photo
crystal may, however, deviate significantly from the points
the parent lattice. The algorithm consists of~i! choosing a 3D
Bravais or non-Bravais lattice,~ii ! cutting this 3D lattice
with an oriented 2D plane that intersects a periodic~2D!
array of lattice points of the 3D lattice,~iii ! placing seed
posts on a substrate whose surface coincides with the
array of lattice points,~iv! extruding from the seed posts a
array of spiral posts whose arms connect specified point
the 3D lattice, and~v! varying the position of the spiral arm
and their elbows in the local vicinity of the 3D lattice poin
until an optimum PBG is obtained. In many cases, the ‘‘
bow’’ points of the optimized spiral posts may differ consi
erably from the points of the parent lattice. The orientation
the 2D plane is defined by a crystallographic axis vec
@m1m2m3# of the parent 3D lattice which is normal to the 2
plane. This axis is identified with thez axis of the spiral
photonic crystal and the spiral posts grown by the GLA
method wind around this axis. The arms of the spiral po
are initially chosen to connect the points of the 3D lattice a
the turning points~elbows! of the spiral are chosen initially
to coincide with points of the 3D lattice. For a given 3
parent lattice and axis@m1m2m3#, there are distinct families
of spiral posts defined by the particular points of the par
lattice which are joined by the arms of the spiral. A typen
spiral is defined with arms that, in a straight line path, co
nect nth nearest-neighbor points of the 3D lattice. At th
endpoint of each arm, the spiral segment forms an elbow
another segment that causes the post to wind around tz
axis and connect the endpoint to itsnth nearest-neighbo
point on the 3D lattice. In what follows we show that type
spirals exhibit the largest PBG followed by class 1 spira
The spiral structure within a given family is further define
by three parameters:L, the projection of the spiral arm lengt
~distance between a pair of elbows! onto the plane of the
substrate,c, the length along thez axis of the repeating~unit!
cell, andr, the radius of the circular cross section of the ar
In cases where the cross section of the spiral arm is non
cular, the parameterr, is replaced with alternative descriptiv
parameter~s!. For a given family of spirals, the set of param
eters~L,c,r!, for which a complete 3D PBG exists, defines
‘‘island’’ within the larger set of spirals spanned by allL, c,
and r. This ‘‘island’’ in parameter space may include spira
whose elbows occur precisely on the points of said thr
dimensional lattice as well as ‘‘distorted’’ spirals obtained
various compressions or elongations of the spiral arms
which the elbows do not occur on the points of the 3D par
lattice. Typically, the optimum PBG occurs for a set~L,c,r!
with considerable deviation from the underlying 3D pare
lattice. In this paper, the label@m1m2m3#-3D lattice:n spiral
is used to denote the family of spiral photonic crystals who
z axis is given by the@m1m2m3# crystallographic axis of a
specified ‘‘3D lattice,’’ whose spiral arm segments appro
mately connectnth nearest-neighbor points of the 3D lattic
and for which the refractive index of the spiral arms
greater than that of the background. We use the label inve
@m1m2m3#-3D lattice:n to denote the corresponding cryst
0-4
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SQUARE SPIRAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: ROBUST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016610 ~2002!
in which the spiral arms have a lower refractive index th
the background.

We consider first the diamond lattice~see Fig. 2! which
can be visualized as the union of two interpenetrating F
lattices displaced from each other by a vector@p/4,p/4,p/4#
wherep is the lattice constant of the conventional~FCC! unit
cell. By intersecting the diamond lattice with four@001#
planes placed, respectively, atz50,p/4,p/2,3p/4 we obtain
the arrangement depicted in Fig. 2 where the numerical la
on each point represents the@001# plane on which the poin
lies; circles with larger numbers being placed on planes
ther above thez50 plane. The next@001# layer of points
~which would be labeled as 5! would be placed atz5p and
would fall right on top of layer 1 in Fig. 2. The type 1 poin
are arranged on a square lattice~dashed lines in Fig. 2! with
lattice constanta5p/& which is rotated by 45° relative to
the x andy axes. The number of points on each of the@001#
layers described above is the same. Therefore the point
layer 1 can be placed in a one to one correspondence with
points on layer 2 and the same holds true for the points
higher layers. Various square spiral structures can be
tained by joining points on consecutive layers 1-2-3-4-5-
as described above. Three examples are shown in Fig. 2
call the square spiral depicted in the top left part of the fig
as being of type 1 because the arms of the spiral join nea
neighbor points of the original diamond lattice. Similarly, t
spiral depicted on the right is called type 3 and the sp
depicted in the lower center part is called type 5. If laye
corresponds to the seeds on the GLAD substrate, then
simultaneously growing identical spirals on this substr
one would join all the points of the diamond lattice. Th
spiral described above are denoted as@001#-diamond:n
wheren51, 3, or 5.

FIG. 2. Three@001#-diamond:n examples.p is the lattice con-
stant of the conventional~FCC! unit cell anda is the lattice constan
of the square lattice formed by the seeds on the substrate~dashed
lines!. The index on the points indicate the@001# plane on which the
point lies, points with larger plane index occurring further above
z50 plane. Top left spiral is a@001#-diamond:1 type, right spiral is
a @001#-diamond:3 type and the center spiral is a@001#-diamond:5
type.
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A similar procedure can be used to create a spiral pho
nic crystal based on a face centered cubic lattice. For
FCC lattice the construction analogous to Fig. 2 is illustra
in Fig. 3. In this case there are only two types of@001# planes
with the next@001# layer~labeled as 3! falling directly on top
of plane 1 and plane 4 falling directly on top of plane 2.
top view of the spiral arms associated with the families d
noted by@001#-FCC:1,@001#-FCC:3, and@001#-FCC:5 is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. The substrate, in this case, is ident
with the one discussed previously but the orientation of
square spirals relative to the lattice of seed posts is rotate
45°. As in the case of diamond, the spiral arms join points
consecutive layers 1-2-3-4-5-,..., with 90° elbows formed
the transition from one plane to the next.

For both the diamond and FCC lattices one could repl
the @001# ‘‘substrate’’ plane with another crystallograph
plane~here we do not differentiate between equivalent cr
tallographic planes such as@001# or @100#!. Following the
algorithm described above one could identify new famil
of polygonal spirals whose elbows will be in a one to o
correspondence with the points of the parent lattice. For
ample the@111#-FCC:n will lead to a crystal built from tri-
angular spirals on a triangular substrate. In our study we
that the@001# spirals of the FCC and diamond lattices yie
the largest photonic band gaps.

We note finally that our classification scheme does
differentiate between parent lattices that are deformed al

e

FIG. 3. Three@001#-FCC:n examples.p is the lattice constant of
the conventional~FCC! unit cell anda is the lattice constant of the
square lattice formed by the seeds on the substrate~dashed lines!.
The index on the points indicate the@001# plane on which the point
lies. These square spirals are different from the ones depicte
Fig. 2. For example the type 1 and 5 spirals in this case are rot
by 45° relative to the substrate.
0-5
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OVIDIU TOADER AND SAJEEV JOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016610 ~2002!
the direction perpendicular to the selected plane. For
ample, Fig. 3 is valid for the tetragonal face centered lat
as well. Indeed in many cases that we describe below,
optimum spiral structure within a given family involves
considerable tetragonal distortion away from either the p
FCC or diamond lattices. The parent lattice is used only
reference and classification. The exact spiral structure wi
a given family is described by the exact shape of the spir
skeleton and the arm cross section.

Figure 4 shows three examples of square spiral photo
crystals with circular cross section arms. Figure 4~a! is an

FIG. 4. Three illustrations of the square spirals crystals.~a! Op-
timized @001#-diamond:5 crystal.~b! Optimized @001#-diamond:1
crystal.~c! Optimized@001#-FCC:1 crystal. The building blocks o
these crystals are described in Fig. 5. Each of the crystal fragm
shown contains 737 spirals and all spirals have six complete turn
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illustration of a @001#-diamond:5 photonic crystal. Figur
4~b! shows a@001#-diamond:1 photonic crystal and Fig. 4~c!
shows a@001#-FCC:1 photonic crystal.

IV. †001‡-DIAMOND: n STRUCTURES

In this section we analyze in detail the family of@001#-
diamond:n spiral photonic crystals and the corresponding
verse structures. Figure 4~a! shows a piece of the optimize
~to be defined later! @001#-diamond:5 with circular cross
section arms. Similarly, in Fig. 4~b! is shown a piece of the
optimized@001#-diamond:1.

The @001#-diamond:n crystals are described theoretical
as a square spiral basis placed on a tetragonal lattice.
tetragonal crystal has lattice constanta along thex and y
directions@the samea as the one shown in Fig. 1~a!# andc
along thez direction. The basis of the crystal is a squa
spiral of pitchc @see Fig. 5~b!#. The pitch is the same as th
lattice constant in thez direction and the spiral is wrappe
around thez axis. The projection of the spiral’s skeleton o
thexy plane is a square with edge of lengthL @see Fig. 5~a!#.
For then51 andn55 crystals the projection of the spira
arms onto thexy plane lies parallel to thex or y axis, whereas
in the @001#-diamond:3 crystal the spiral is rotated by a
angle arctan~1/2! relative to the substrate~see Fig. 2!. The
GLAD growth angle for these crystals isa590°
2arctan(c/4L). The cross section of the spiral’s arm can
arbitrary. In this paper we restrict our attention to spira
having arms with circular, square or rectangular cross s
tions whose geometries are described in Figs. 5~c!, 5~d!, and
5~e!, respectively.

The dielectric constant of the spiral isesp and the spirals
are embedded in a material whose dielectric constant iseb .
In the following we will choose our unit of length to bea.

ts
.

FIG. 5. Building blocks for @001#-diamond:n (n51,5) type
crystals. The substrate is a square lattice of lattice constanta @see
~a!#. Viewed along thez axis the skeleton of the square spiral is
square of lengthL @see~a! and ~b!#. The view along they axis is
shown in~b!. c is the pitch of the square spiral anda is the growth
angle@see Fig. 1~c!#. ~c!, ~d!, and~e! describe the circular, square
and rectangular arm cross section respectively.
0-6
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SQUARE SPIRAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: ROBUST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016610 ~2002!
The orientation of the spirals in the@001#-diamond:1 and
@001#-diamond:5 crystals is the same and we choose lengL
to distinguish between these two types of crystals. Spi
with L,1 belong to class@001#-diamond:1 and spirals with
1<L,2 belong to class@001#-diamond:5~see Fig. 2!. The
crystals of type@001#-diamond:3 are clearly distinguished b
the orientation of the spirals relative to the substrate.

A. Direct structure

We consider a direct structure crystal witheb51 andesp
511.9, where the high dielectric component correspond
Si at wavelengths larger than 2mm @29#. In order to obtain
the photonic band structure, we use a plane waves expan
method@6# with more than 1400 plane waves. The Four
coefficients of the dielectric are calculated by fast Four
transform with a sampling of 5123 points in one unit cell.

In the case of spirals with circular cross-section arms
crystal is completely characterized byL, c, and r. Figure 6
shows an overview of the parameter space sampled in
calculations together with isosurfaces corresponding to
rameters for which the relative size of the full photonic ba
gap is 10%. The parameter space sampled is large enou
contain both the @001#-diamond:1 and @001#-diamond:5
families of crystals. The photonic band gap is larger th
10% in the interior of the two isosurfaces and reaches a lo
maximum of 14.8% at@L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20# ~first is-
land! and 16.2% at@L,c,r #5@1.65,1.30,0.13# ~second is-
land!. The GLAD growth angles~see Fig. 1! corresponding
to the two optimized structures are 64° and 79°, respectiv
The growth angles for the optimized structures above
close to the limits of the current GLAD technology. How
ever, Fig. 6 shows that the size of the PBG is much l
sensitive to the pitch of the spirals,c, than the other two
parameters,L and r. A spiral photonic crystal in which the
spiral arms precisely connect the nearest-neighbor point
the parent, diamond lattice corresponds to@L,c#5@1/2,&#.

FIG. 6. Isosurface plot of the gap size as a function ofL, c, and
r for a direct structure, square spiral photonic crystal. The iso
face corresponds to a gap size of 10%. The gap is larger than
inside the two ‘‘islands.’’ The island centered atL50.70 corre-
sponds to@001#-diamond:1 and the one centered atL51.65 corre-
sponds to@001#-diamond:5.
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If the arms precisely connect fifth nearest-neighbor points
diamond, this corresponds to@L,c#5@3/2,&#.

It is also of interest to describe the size of the PBG
relation to the overall volume filling fraction of solid mate
rial. In the case of a solid material with the dielectric co
stant of 11.9, corresponding to Si, we find a sizable gap fo
wide range of filling factors of the spiral component,f spiral.
Figure 7 shows the relative size of the full PBG for a rando
sampling of different photonic crystals within a given famil
For each of the two islands the relative size of the full PB
is plotted against the Si filling fraction where each po
corresponds to a particular@L,c,r# triplet. For @001#-
diamond:1 crystals, the envelope of the distribution ha
peak atf spiral'0.30 while for the@001#-diamond:5 crystals
the distribution peaks atf spiral'0.25.

As an illustrative example in Fig. 8 we show the photon
band structure for the optimized@001#-diamond:5 crystal
characterized by@L,c,r #5@1.65,1.30,0.13#. The positions of
the high symmetry points of the tetragonal Brillouin zone a
illustrated in the inset. The frequency in Fig. 8 is measured
units of a/lvac5va/2pc where lvac is the wavelength in
vacuum. A large photonic band gap of relative width 16.2
opens between fourth and fifth bands of the tetragonal b
structure. The upper edge of the photonic band gap close
R point and only two bands~the fifth and sixth! contribute to
the spectrum around the upper edge. These lead to an
larger pseudogap of roughly 25% of the center freque
~see Fig. 11!.

The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field in t
photonic crystals is also of great interest. The ability to al
the coupling between the matter and radiation field in
photonic crystal is influenced dramatically by the elect
field at the specific location@30#. The fourth band in the
electromagnetic dispersion relation, for the direct struct
described in Fig. 8, exhibits the property of a ‘‘dielectr
band.’’ In particular the electromagnetic energy near
lower edge of the PBG~upper edge of band 4! is concen-

r-
% FIG. 7. Gap size as a function of the spirals volume fillin
fraction for the circular cross section@001#-diamond:1~L,1 is-
land! and@001#-diamond:5~L.1 island! crystals. It is assumed tha
the solid material has a dielectric constant of 11.9, correspondin
Si.
0-7
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OVIDIU TOADER AND SAJEEV JOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016610 ~2002!
trated primarily in the high dielectric spiral posts. Accor
ingly, modes near the lower edge of the PBG may be relev
for strong coupling of light in and out of active devices em
bedded in the solid fraction of the material.

A photonic crystal with connected air component who
structure exhibits ‘‘lines of sight’’ can also be used as a
vice for atom cooling and trapping@31#. As shown in Fig. 4,
the square spiral crystals clearly exhibit this property. In F
9 we show the isosurface ofuEW u together with a semitrans

FIG. 8. Band structure for the optimized@001#-diamond:5
square spiral crystal, with arms of circular cross section, charac
ized by @L,c,r ,#5@1.65,1.30,0.13# and f spiral526%. The lengths
are given in units ofa, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area!
is centered ata/lvac50.39 and has a width of 16.2% relative to th
center frequency. The dielectric constant of the spirals isesp

511.9. The inset illustrates the position of the symmetry points
the tetragonal Brillouin zone.

FIG. 9. Absolute value of the electric field for the mode cor

sponding to the fifth band atR point ~see Fig. 8!. uEW u is greater than
a certain threshold inside the shaded regions. The shape enclos
the isosurface is localized in the air component of the crystal.
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parent sketch of the spiral for the mode corresponding to
fifth band at theR point ~see Fig. 8!. In this case, the elec
tromagnetic field intensity is concentrated in the void~air!
fraction of the material and very little light enters the high
refractive index~solid! fraction. The field intensity reache
its peak value near the centers of the shaded regions in
9. These peak intensity regions in the void fraction may
as dipolar optical traps for atomic vapors. The fields in the
regions may also exhibit considerable polarization gradie
thereby facilitating the cooling of atoms to very low tem
peratures. Since the dipolar optical potential created b
single electromagnetic mode exhibits strong periodic mo
lation on all three spatial dimensions, it may also provide
novel environment for Bose-Einstein condensation of ato
in the void regions of a PBG material. As an example o
dielectric mode we show in Fig. 10 a similar plot for th
mode corresponding to fourth band atA point. In this case,
the peak intensity regions occur in the dielectric fraction
the material and are preferentially concentrated at the elb
of the square spirals.

Figure 8 shows that the lower edge of the photonic ba
gap falls somewhere on theG-X segment, inside the tetrag
onal Brillouin zone~see Sec. VI for an explanation!. This is
characteristic for the photonic band structure of many squ
spiral crystals studied in this paper. However, definitive co
firmation of the gap size requires sampling of points throu
out the interior and surface of the Brillouin zone. This lea
to the calculation of the total electromagnetic density
states~DOS!. We find that the maximum error between th
gap size as calculated using an extended path on the su
of the Brillouin zone ~G-M -X-G-M -A-G-X-R-G-A-Z-
G-R-Z-G-A-R-G, see the inset of Fig. 8! and the gap size a
determined from a total DOS calculation does not excee

r-

f

-

by

FIG. 10. Absolute value of the electric field for the mode co

responding to the fourth band atA point ~see Fig. 8!. uEW u is greater
than a certain threshold inside the shaded regions. The shap
closed by the isosurface is localized mostly in the solid compon
of the crystal, near the elbows of the spirals.
0-8
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SQUARE SPIRAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: ROBUST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016610 ~2002!
few percents in all the cases tested. The mapping of the
size as a function of the crystal geometry has been d
using the Brillouin zone path mentioned above. However,
all the optimized structures we also provide a total DO
calculation.

In Fig. 11 we show the total density of states for t
@001#-diamond:5 crystal whose band structure is shown
Fig. 8. In our calculation we used the improved tetrahed
method@32# adapted to the photonic case. Figure 12 sho
the total DOS for the optimized@001#-diamond:1 crystal
characterized by@L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20#.

In Fig. 13 the relative size of the full photonic band gap
a direct circular cross section square spirals crystal is plo
as a function of the index contrast. The index contras

FIG. 11. Total density of states~measured in arbitrary units! for
the circular cross section optimized@001#-diamond:5 crystal char-
acterized by@L,c,r #5@1.65,1.30,0.13#. The lengths are given in
units of a, the lattice constant. The gap has a relative size of 1
and is centered ata/lvac50.39. A pseudogap of 25% opens in th
case.

FIG. 12. Total density of states~measured in arbitrary units! for
the circular cross section optimized@001#-diamond:1 crystal char-
acterized by@L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20#. The lengths are given in
units of a, the lattice constant. The spirals filling fraction in th
case isf spiral531%. The gap is centered ata/lvac50.36 and has a
relative size of 14.8%.
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defined asnsp/nb in this case, wherenb5Aeb and nsp

5Aesp. The two curves correspond to the two optimiz
geometries:@L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20# for @001#-diamond:1
~island 1! and @L,c,r #5@1.65,1.30,0.13# for @001#-
diamond:5~island 2! respectively. The threshold for eme
gence of a complete PBG in the first island isnsp/nb52.15
whereas for the second island it isnsp/nb52.25.

From a practical point of view, it is also important t
examine the robustness and sensitivity of the PBG to sm
changes in the geometry of the spirals. For example in
microfabrication process, it is likely that small random var
tions in the parametersL, c, and r will occur from point to
point within the photonic crystal as well as within a sing
spiral coil. The actual PBG in a weakly disordered photo
crystal will then be given by the intersection of the vario
PBG’s obtained from the set of perfect photonic cryst
which sample the distribution of parametersL, c, andr. Fig-
ure 14 shows the change in the position of the band edge

FIG. 13. Relative size of the full photonic band gap as a fu
tion of the index contrast for both optimized@001#-diamond:1 and
@001#-diamond:5 crystals with circular cross section.

FIG. 14. The band edges as a function of change in the ge
etry of the spirals. The relative change inL, c, andr are measured in
%. The initial geometry was the one corresponding to the optimi
@001#-diamond:1 crystal, @L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20# where the
lengths are measured in units ofa, the lattice constant.
0-9
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OVIDIU TOADER AND SAJEEV JOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016610 ~2002!
a function of the change inL, c, andr. The frequencies of the
band edges are plotted against the relative change in
above parameters. The initial structure~corresponding to
change 0%! corresponds to the optimized@001#-diamond:1
crystal and is characterized by@L,c,r #5@0.70,1.35,0.20#.
Figure 15 shows a similar plot for the optimized@001#-
diamond:5 crystal. The jagged character of the curves
these plots is due to the fact that, in the nearly optimiz
crystal structure, the band edge position is determined by
bands of more than one singlek point in the reciprocal space
As the geometry of the spiral is varied around the optim
structure the edge of the photonic band gap jumps disc
tinuously from onek point to another. Accordingly, the rat
of change in the frequency of the band edge with the ge
etry is only piecewise continuous.

In the analysis presented above, we considered o
square spirals crystals whose spiral arms have a circ
cross section. In practice, the GLAD microfabricatio
method can grow arms with noncircular cross section. D
pending on the shape of the seed posts, this cross se
could be square or rectangular. Here we investigate the e
of such modifications on the photonic band gap. We s
with square cross sections. The geometry of the spiral
again described by Fig. 5 where the arm cross sectio
depicted in Fig. 5~d!. In order to completely specify the
shape of the square spiral, we require that one of the edg
the square cross section is always parallel to thexy plane.
The edges of the square have lengthe and are measured i
units ofa, the lattice constant. The crystal is then complet
characterized byL, c, ande.

The two PBG islands obtained for the circular-cros
section spirals are present for the square cross sectio
well. Figure 16 shows an overview of the parameter sp
sampled in our calculations together with isosurfaces co
sponding to parameters for which the relative size of the
photonic band gap is 10%. The parameter space is a
large enough and contains both the@001#-diamond:1 and
@001#-diamond:5 class of crystals. The photonic band gap

FIG. 15. The band edges as a function of change in the ge
etry of the spirals. The relative change inL, c, andr are measured in
%. The initial geometry was the one corresponding to the optimi
@001#-diamond:5 crystal, @L,c,r #5@1.65,1.30,0.13# where the
lengths are measured in units ofa, the lattice constant.
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larger than 10% in the interior of the two isosurfaces a
reaches a local maximum of 15.0% at@L,c,e#
5@0.75,1.43,0.35# ~first island! and 15.4% at @L,c,e#
5@1.65,1.25,0.225# ~second island!. The GLAD growth
angles corresponding to the two optimized structures are
and 79° respectively. In this case we also find that the
size is less sensitive to the pitch of the spirals,c, than the
other two parameters,L ande.

Figure 17 shows the photonic band structure for the o
mized square cross section@001#-diamond:5 crystal charac
terized by@L,c,e#5@1.65,1.25,0.225#. The positions of the
high symmetry points are shown in the inset of Fig. 8. T
frequency in Fig. 17 is measured in units ofa/lvac where

-

d

FIG. 16. Isosurface plot of the gap size as a function ofL, c, and
e for the direct structure, square spiral photonic crystal with arms
square cross section. The isosurface corresponds to a gap si
10%. The gap is larger than 10% inside the two ‘‘islands.’’ T
island centered atL50.75 corresponds to@001#-diamond:1 and the
one centered atL51.65 corresponds to@001#-diamond:5.

FIG. 17. Band structure for the square cross section optimi
@001#-diamond:5 crystal characterized by @L,c,e#
5@1.65,1.25,0.225# and f spiral524.9%. The lengths are given i
units ofa, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered at
a/lvac50.40 and has a width of 15.4% relative to the center f
quency. The positions of high symmetry points are illustrated in
inset of Fig. 8. The dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.
0-10
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SQUARE SPIRAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: ROBUST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016610 ~2002!
lvac is the wavelength in vacuum. A large photonic band g
of relative width 15.4% opens between fourth and fi
bands. Because the change of the cross section did
affect noticeably the structure of the photonic band struct
~compare Figs. 17 and 8! we choose not to show th
band structure or the DOS plot for the optimized squ
cross section@001#-diamond:1 characterized by@L,c,e#
5@0.75,1.43,0.35#. The PBG of this photonic crystal is cen
tered ata/lvac50.365 and has a relative size of 15.0%.

When the cross section of the spiral arms is rectang
the crystal is characterized by four parameters,L, c andw, h.
The geometry of the spirals is again described in Fig. 5, w
the arm cross section given in Fig. 5~e!. The edge of the
rectangle marked withw ~its width! in Fig. 5~e! is always
parallel to thexy plane. Figure 18 shows the variation of th
relative size of the photonic band gap of a rectangular cr
section@001#-diamond:1 crystal with the aspect ratio,h/w of
the cross section. In Fig. 18 aspect ratio 1 corresponds to
previously studied square cross section. As can be see
slight increase of the size of the PBG can be achieved
deforming the spiral arm cross section from a square t
rectangle.

Similar calculations to those described above have b
performed for the@001#-diamond:3 family of square spira
photonic crystals derived from third nearest-neighbor po
of diamond. The difference between this crystal structure
the ones corresponding ton51 and 5 cases studied abov
consists in the orientation of the square spiral post relativ
the substrate~see Fig. 2!. The maximum gap obtained in thi
case is not as big as the ones obtained previously. The
mized @001#-diamond:3 crystal has af spiral of 40% and cor-
responds to@L,c,r #5@0.81,1.45,0.23# where the lengths are
measured in units ofa. The gap is centered ata/lvac50.33
and has a relative size of 5.8%. Figure 19 shows the imp
tant section of the photonic band structure for the optimiz
@001#-diamond:3 crystal.

B. Inverse structure

Considerably larger photonic band gaps can be obta
by inverting the structures discussed in Sec. IV A. Inve

FIG. 18. The relative size of the full PBG as a function of t
cross section aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is defined ash/w @see
Fig. 5~e!#. The crystal is characterized byL50.75 andc51.43. The
dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.
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structures can be created in a three stage process. In the
stage a silica based template is created using GLAD. As
will see below the required air filling fraction for an opt
mized inverted structure is around 80% which implies a s
nificant overlap between adjacent spirals in the template.
overlapping structure can be achieved in stage two by
mersing the template from stage one into a liquid solut
where further silica growth~increase in the cross-section
radius of the spiral arms! can be achieved using a sol-g
process@18,33#. In stage three the new template is infiltrate
with silicon using chemical vapor deposition and the origin
silica template is removed by a selective chemical etch
process@18#. The inverse structures studied in this secti
are characterized byeb511.9,esp51 where the high dielec-
tric component corresponds to Si at wavelengths larger t
2 mm @29#. The methods used for characterization are id
tical to the ones used in Sec. IV A.

Here, as before, we sample a region of the@L,c,r # param-
eter space large enough to capture two PBG islands. Fig
20 shows isosurfaces corresponding to parameters for w
the relative size of the full photonic band gap is 10%.
other words, the PBG is larger than 10% in the interior of t
two isosurfaces. The island centered nearL50.5 corre-
sponds to inverse-@001#-diamond:1 family of crystals and th
one centered aroundL51.5 corresponds to the inverse
@001#-diamond:5 family. The optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:1 crystal is characterized by @L,c,r #
5@0.45,1.43,0.395# ~air filling fraction 81%! and has a full
PBG of 22.3% relative size. The optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:5 crystal is characterized by @L,c,r #
5@1.5,1.69,0.333# ~air filling fraction of 80%! and has a full
photonic band gap of 23.6% relative size. The GLAD grow
angles corresponding to the two optimized structures are
and 74°, respectively. In the case of very large growth ang
such as 74°, it may be useful to create the template in th
stages rather than two. In this case, stage 2 could be a
chanical compression of the square spiral posts along tz

FIG. 19. Band structure for the circular cross section optimiz
@001#-diamond:3 crystal characterized by @L,c,r #
5@0.81,1.45,0.23# and f spiral540%. The lengths are given in unit
of a, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered at
a/lvac50.33 and has a width of 5.8% relative to the center f
quency. The positions of high symmetry points are illustrated in
inset of Fig. 8. The dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.
0-11
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OVIDIU TOADER AND SAJEEV JOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 016610 ~2002!
direction, immediately after their growth by GLAD so as
increase the angle that the arm segments make with res
to thez axis @28#.

The band structure for the optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:1 crystal characterized by @L,c,r #
5@0.45,1.43,0.395# is shown in Fig. 21.

In Fig. 22 we show the total density of states for t
optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:5 crystal characterized b
@L,c,r #5@1.5,1.69,0.333#.

In Fig. 23 the relative size of the full photonic band gap
a inverse circular cross section square spirals crystal is p
ted as a function of the index contrast,nb /nsp. Here nb

5Aeb andnsp5Aesp. The two curves correspond to the tw
optimized geometries: @L,c,r #5@0.45,1.43,0.395# and

FIG. 20. Isosurface plot of the gap size as a function ofL, c, and
r for an inverse structure, square spiral photonic crystal with a
of circular cross section. The isosurface corresponds to a gap si
10%. The gap is larger than 10% inside the two ‘‘islands.’’ T
island centered atL50.45 corresponds to inverse-@001#-diamond:1
and the one centered atL51.5 corresponds to inverse-@001#-
diamond:5.

FIG. 21. Band structure for the optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:1 crystal characterized by@L,c,r #5@0.45,1.43,0.395# and
f spiral581%. The lengths are given in units ofa, the lattice con-
stant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered ata/lvac50.41 and has a
width of 22.3% relative to the center frequency. The positions
high symmetry points are illustrated in the inset of Fig. 8.
01661
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@L,c,r #5@1.50,1.69,0.333#. The threshold for the first island
is nb /nsp52.15 whereas for the second island it isnb /nsp
52.25.

The circular arm cross section of the inverse structure
quite important for the creation of a very large PBG. F
comparison, we consider inverse-@001#-diamond:n crystals
whose arms have a square cross section. The crystal is c
pletely characterized by the parametersL, c, ande @see Fig.
5~d!#. The two PBG islands in parameter space found pre
ously for the~direct! @001#-diamond:n crystals are found in
this case also. In Fig. 24 we show the band structure of
optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:1 characterized b
@L,c,e#5@0.57,1.20,0.57# and in Fig. 25 we show the ban
structure of the optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:5 charac-
terized by@L,c,e#5@1.50,1.75,0.575#. The optimum PBG’s
are now 15.4% and 16.6%, respectively. While these g
are moderately large, they are noticeably smaller than th

s
of

f

FIG. 22. Total density of states~measured in arbitrary units! for
the circular cross section optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:5 crystal
characterized by@L,c,r #5@1.50,1.69,0.333# and f spiral580%. The
lengths are given in units ofa. The gap is centered ata/lvac

50.39 and has a relative size of 23.6%.

FIG. 23. Relative size of the full photonic band gap as a fu
tion of the index contrast for both optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:1 and inverse-@001#-diamond:5 crystals with circular cros
section.
0-12
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of the optimized inverse square spiral structures with circu
arm cross sections.

We note, finally, that the inverse-@001#-diamond:3 crystal
structures do not provide a large PBG. The optimized cry
structure corresponds to@L,c,r #5@1.52,1.31,0.25# and has a
gap of 4.9% opening between bands 4 and 5 of the tetrag
band structure. The gap is centered ata/lvac50.42 and
f spiral579%.

V. †001‡-FCC:n STRUCTURES

It is evident from the examples of the preceding sect
that square spiral structures with the appropriate geom

FIG. 24. Band structure for the square cross section optim
inverse-@001#-diamond:1 crystal characterized by@L,c,e#
5@0.57,1.20,0.57# and f spiral566.7%. The lengths are given i
units ofa, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered at
a/lvac50.36 and has a width of 15.4% relative to the center f
quency. The positions of high symmetry points are illustrated in
inset of Fig. 8. The dielectric constant of the background iseb

511.9.

FIG. 25. Band structure for the square cross section optim
inverse-@001#-diamond:5 crystal characterized by@L,c,e#
5@1.50,1.75,0.575# and f spiral574.6%. The lengths are given i
units ofa, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered at
a/lvac50.36 and has a width of 16.6% relative to the center f
quency. The positions of high symmetry points are illustrated in
inset of Fig. 8. The dielectric constant of the background iseb

511.9.
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can exhibit photonic band gaps that rival the optimized t
rahedrally bonded~diamond! network. While it is tempting
to associate these large gaps with the presence of a diam
parent lattice, we emphasize that the optimized square s
structure deviates from the original parent lattice. It is a
apparent that the specific choice of the bonding arms is
cial to PBG formation. The fact that the structures in t
@001#-diamond:3 family do not provide a large PBG demo
strates that not all bonding networks within a given latti
are equally effective. Indeed the fifth nearest-neighbor sp
structure is more effective than the one related to near
neighbor diamond bonds. In this section we show that cer
parent lattices that are not traditionally associated with la
photonic band gaps, can exhibit large gaps with appropr
optimization of square spiral arms. To this end, we consi
photonic crystals from the@001#-FCC:n family. While previ-
ously studied FCC lattices exhibit only pseudo-gaps betw
low-order bands in the electromagnetic dispersion, we sh
that relatively large, fundamental PBG’s can be created fr
the FCC lattices employing the square spiral post archi
ture. In particular, for an optimized inverse structure~air
posts in a silicon background!, the FCC lattice yields a PBG
as large as 17%.

The square spiral crystal in the FCC case is similar to
one studied in Sec. IV. The building block of the crystal
described in Fig. 5. The substrate is again a square lattic
lattice constanta as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The only difference
between these crystals and the ones studied previously i
orientation of the spirals relative to the substrate@see Fig.
4~c!#. As shown in Fig. 3 the spirals of the@001#-FCC:1 and
@001#-FCC:5 structures are rotated by 45° relative to t
square lattice of seed posts on the substrate~and to their
diamond counterparts!.

Figure 26 shows the relevant section of the photonic b
structure for the optimized@001#-FCC:1 crystal characterize
by @L,c,r #5@0.75,0.83,0.17# and f spiral533.5%. The gap
opens between bands 4 and 5 of the tetragonal band s

d

-
e

d

-
e

FIG. 26. Band structure for the circular cross section optimiz
@001#-FCC:1 crystal characterized by@L,c,r #5@0.75,0.83,0.17#
and f spiral533.5%. The lengths are given in units ofa, the lattice
constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered ata/lvac50.43 and
has a width of 8.8% relative to the center frequency. The positi
of high symmetry points are illustrated in the inset of Fig. 8. T
dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.
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ture, has a relative size of 8.8% and is centered ata/lvac
50.43. For the@001#-FCC:5 family we find a sizable ga
opening between bands 8 and 9 of the tetragonal band s
ture. Figure 27 shows the relevant section of the photo
band structure for the optimized@001#-FCC:5 crystal charac
terized by @L,c,r #5@1.23,0.81,0.11# and f spiral523.2%.
While for the optimized@001#-FCC:5 crystal the full PBG
opens between bands 8 and 9, for other sets of paramete~in
the @001#-FCC:5 family! we find a modest bandgap openin
between bands 4 and 5.

Figure 28 shows the photonic band structure for the o
mized inverse-@001#-FCC:1 crystal characterized b
@L,c,r #5@0.67,0.94,0.32# and f spiral581.1%. The gap in

FIG. 27. Band structure for the circular cross section optimiz
@001#-FCC:5 crystal characterized by@L,c,r #5@1.23,0.81,0.11#
and f spiral523.2%. The lengths are given in units ofa, the lattice
constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered ata/lvac50.61 and
has a width of 8.3% relative to the center frequency. The positi
of high symmetry points are illustrated in the inset of Fig. 8. T
dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.

FIG. 28. Band structure for the circular cross section optimiz
inverse-@001#-FCC:1 crystal characterized by @L,c,r #
5@0.67,0.94,0.32# and f spiral581.1%. The lengths are given i
units ofa, the lattice constant. The PBG~hashed area! is centered at
a/lvac50.50 and has a width of 17.0% relative to the center f
quency. The positions of high symmetry points are illustrated in
inset of Fig. 8. The dielectric constant of the spirals isesp511.9.
01661
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this case is centered ata/lvac50.50 and has a relative size o
17%. For the optimized inverse-@001#-FCC:5 we find an op-
timized structure characterized by @L,c,r #
5@1.30,1.22,0.27# and f spiral579% whose band gap agai
opens between bands 4 and 5 of the tetragonal band stru
and has a relative size of 10.6%. The gap in this case
centered ata/lvac50.42.

VI. CONNECTION WITH DIAMONDLIKE STRUCTURES

In order to complete our discussion, we provide a dir
comparison of our square spiral photonic crystals with ot
architectures that are traditionally associated with a large
photonic band gap. We note in passing that our square s
architecture appears to provide larger gaps than other
lygonal spiral post structures. For instance, we have stud
the parameter space of triangular post structures based o
diamond parent lattice as well as distorted diamond pa
lattices. Despite the fact that triangular spirals can connec
lattice points of diamondlike lattices, we find only small 3
PBG’s in the cases studied. In this section, we compare
ditional diamond structures with our recently introduc
@001#-diamond:n square spirals.

As discussed in Sec. III the elbows of the spirals in o
crystals may, in general, be substantially removed from
original points of a pure diamond lattice. However, the
bows of the optimal crystals~for which the PBG is maximal!
are in general proximal to the points of a diamond lattice t
has undergone a suitable tetragonal distortion. It is also
parent that the square spiral arms lead to a lowering of
overall symmetry of the crystal relative to that of the pu
diamond lattice of spheres or the tetrahedral bonding n
work. Here we compare the band structure of the optimiz
inverse-@001#-diamond:5 square spiral with those of the tw
best diamond structures, reported in previous literatu
along a common trajectory in wave-vector space. The d
mond structure can also be viewed as a tetragonal lattice
a basis of four points. This can be seen easily in Fig. 2 wh
any of the 1-2-3-4 set of spheres connected by thick lines
be used as a basis on the tetragonal lattice formed by
centers of type 1 spheres. Figure 29~a! shows a general dia
mond structure consisting of balls on the pure diamond
tice with sticks connecting all nearest-neighbor points. T
defines a parameter space consisting of the ball radiusr s and
the stick ~cylinder! radius r c . Both direct and inverse dia
mond network structures are investigated in this param
space. The structures corresponding to local maxima in
PBG as a function of these parameters are shown in F
29~b! and 29~c!. Figure 29~b! shows the tetrahedral bondin
optimum in which the cylinder radius exceeds the ball
dius. For a direct structure with solid cylinders of dielectr
constant 11.9,r c50.1, r s50, and overall dielectric volume
filling fraction of 17.8%, the PBG is 28.4%. This is a vari
tion of the A7 structure studied previously@7# in which it
was assumed that the cylinders had a dielectric constan
12.96 rather than 11.9. Figure 29~c! shows an inverse dia
mond structure in which the spheres~made of air! have a
large radius~which causes them to overlap significantly! so
as to completely engulf the cylinders. The air spheres
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assumed to be embedded in a background with dielec
constant 11.9. For this inverted diamond structure the m
mum gap size is 27.3% and corresponds to an air fill
fraction of 81.2%.

For the direct diamond network structure the spheres
not help the formation of the PBG. Figure 30 shows t
variation of the full photonic band gap withr c for a direct

FIG. 29. ~a! Ball and stick diamond network crystal is forme
by placing spheres on a diamond lattice and joining the first-or
neighbors with cylinders. Both the spheres and the cylinders
made from the same material.~b! The optimized tetrahedral bond
ing network.~c! The optimized inverse diamond.
01661
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structure made from a material withemat511.9. The inset of
Fig. 30 shows the variation of the photonic band gap s
with r s for r c50.1. Spheres withr s<0.1 are not visible in
this structure because they are fully engulfed by the cylind
cal bonds.

Figure 31 shows the tetragonal photonic band struct
for ~a! the optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:5,~b! the opti-
mized direct diamond network~tetrahedral bonding! and ~c!
the optimized inverted diamond photonic crystals. In
three cases the crystal is modeled as a basis on a tetrag
lattice of xy lattice constanta. The z lattice constant isc
5a& for the diamond crystals andc51.69a for the inverse-
@001#-diamond:5 crystal. The path in the reciprocal spa
passes through the important symmetry points of the tet
onal Brillouin zone~see the inset of Fig. 8! and also through
the important symmetry points of the FCC Brillouin zon
The symmetry points DU, DL, DX, DW, and DK in Fig. 31
correspond to the symmetry pointsU, L, X, W, and K, re-
spectively, of a FCC Brillouin zone of lattice constantp
5a& which is rotated by 45° relative to the tetragonal Br
louin zone. Figure 3 provides a useful visualization of t
relative size and orientation of the FCC and tetragonal
tices. The wave-vector path DX-DU-DL-G-DX-DW-DK
shown in Fig. 31 is the standard path chosen in the F
Brillouin zone to depict band structure for the diamondli
structures. The only difference is that the number of sta
for a given Bloch vector is double that of the standard d
mond band structure, since we use a unit cell that is twice
volume of the standard FCC primitive cell. The position
the symmetry points in~a! is slightly different from that of
~b! and ~c! because of the different values ofc used in the
respective cases. The lower part of the band structure~first
four bands! is very similar in all three cases, except for th
noticeable breaking of the degeneracy along some of s
ments of the square spiral bands. We note that theG-M

r
re

FIG. 30. Relative size of the full photonic band gap as a fu
tion of r c for a direct diamond network crystal made from a ma
rial with emat511.9 andr s50. The inset shows the variation of th
gap size withr s for r c50.1. The optimized crystal has a band g
of relative size 28.4% centered ata/lvac50.60 and is characterized
by r c50.1, r s50. The lengths are measured in units ofa, the FCC
lattice constant.
0-15
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FIG. 31. Tetragonal band structures for th
optimized inverse-@001#-diamond:5 ~a!, opti-
mized diamond~tetrahedral bonding! network~b!
and optimized inverted diamond~c! photonic
crystals. The dielectric constant of the mater
used is 11.9. The path in the reciprocal spa
passes through the relevant symmetry points
the FCC Brillouin zone~these are the points pre
fixed by D! and then through the relevant sym
metry points of the tetragonal Brillouin zone~il-
lustrated in the inset of Fig. 8!.
he
e
he

e
o

g
ds

he
segment of the tetragonal Brillouin zone is identical to t
segmentG-DX of the rotated FCC Brillouin zone. Also th
G-X segment of the tetragonal Brillouin zone lies along t
G-DK segment of the rotated FCC Brillouin zone.

We mentioned earlier~Sec. IV A! that in some cases th
photonic band edge of the square spiral photonic crystal
curs inside~rather than on the surface of! the tetragonal Bril-
01661
c-

louin zone~see Fig. 8!. Figure 31 shows that the bands alon
the tetragonalG-X segment can be associated with the ban
along the FCCG-K segment~the folding back of the bands
along segmentG-DK is apparent in Fig. 31!. By noting that
in the case of the FCC Brillouin zone the extendedG-K path
is equivalent to the union of theG-K andU-X segments we
associate the ‘‘bump’’ in the third and fourth bands along t
0-16
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SQUARE SPIRAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: ROBUST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016610 ~2002!
G-X segment with the closing of the lower edge of the d
mond band structure along the FCCU-X segment@6#.

Figure 31 shows that the primary advantage of the t
diamond crystals over the optimized inverse-@001#-
diamond:5 crystal in PBG formation comes near the up
band edge. The upper band edge for the square spiral cr
occurs at DL,R ~related to DL! andG, whereas for the dia-
mond structures, it occurs only at DL andR as seen in Figs
31~b! and 31~c!. We point out, however, that the closing o
the upper edge of the PBG at theG point is not a character
istic of all square spirals crystals studied in this paper.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that tetragonal, square
ral, photonic crystals offer a unique avenue to large sc
microfabrication of materials with very large and robust 3
PBG’s at near visible wavelengths. Unlike traditional d
mond structures which involve complicated microfabricati
strategies, the present blueprint can be realized using a
tively straightforward glancing angle deposition~GLAD!
method. The distinguishing characteristic of our architect
is most apparent if one considers a sequence of slices o
structure~membranes! normal to the@001# crystallographic
direction. Starting from the two-dimensional array of se
posts on the surface of the substrate and moving upward,
apparent that each subsequent slice arises from a contin
~global! translation of a fixed 2D photonic crystal membran
consisting of a square lattice of identical shapes. A rotat
of the extruded shape is achieved at the elbows of the s
by a change of direction of vapor flux impinging on th
growing sample. This is very different from other 3D phot
nic crystals. For example, in the diamond crystals depicte
Figs. 29~b! and 29~c! different slices along the@001# direc-
tion would yield widely varying 2D photonic crystal mem
branes. The complexity of 3D microlithography for the
cases arises from the variations in the 2D pattern. Even
the well known ‘‘woodpile’’ PBG materials@14#, 3D microli-
thography is laborious@14,16#. In this case, the 2D slice
di
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~membranes! correspond to simple stripes. However, fro
one layer to the next layer of the woodpile, this membra
undergoes a large discrete rotation and translation. This
continuous movement of the membrane from one slice to
next, leads to air gaps directly underneath rods of the wo
pile structure, which require masking before growth of t
next layer. Such complications do not arise in our bluepr

Notwithstanding similarities to diamond structures wi
suitably reduced symmetries, our square spiral PBG mate
belongs to a relatively unique class of photonic crystals w
a large gap between the fourth and fifth photon dispers
bands. This large PBG prevails even when the square sp
are based on the FCC lattice rather than the diamond lat
Since the PBG of our square spiral architecture is relate
the fundamental~lowest possible! gap of diamond in the
electromagnetic dispersion, it is highly robust to disorder
fects. We find a set of parameters for both the direct a
inverted structure for which the relative size of the photo
band gap has a local maximum. The optimized crystal ha
large full photonic band gap and a considerably larg
pseudogap. We find the gap to be very stable with respec
crystal’s geometrical parameters and also relatively inse
tive to the transition from a topologically disconnected to
connected high dielectric component.

We believe that square spiral PBG materials are amen
to the incorporation of planar integrated microcircuits f
light within the large PBG. These can be engineered wit
two-dimensional capping layers@26,28# that are embedded
~sandwiched! within the square spiral photonic crystal. Suc
planar defects can be created with relatively minor chan
in the deposition algorithm used to create the original squ
spiral crystal.
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